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1. Introduction:  
Beam wire scanners are interceptive methods to measure the transversal particle beam profile in an accelerator; this is 

done by crossing a thin wire trough the beam and collecting the secondary particles, produced by beam/wire interaction, 

outside of the beam pipe while measuring the wire position. By plotting the secondary particle intensity versus wire 

position the beam profile can be reconstructed. As part of a new wire scanner design being pursued by CERN, it is 

proposed to upgrade the secondary particle shower acquisition system. The new electronic design aims to cover the whole 

dynamic range expected from all CERN’s wire scanners with a single configuration, and be capable of bunch by bunch 

measurements withcontinuous integration time intervals of 25ns,allowing no dead time periods. To be fully independent 

of the scanner location and beam parameters, a very high dynamic range is therefore needed. This system is characterized 

by a long physical separation between the tunnel electronics (detector) and the surface systems, where data is processed 

(up to 250m). Moreover, due to the radioactive environment, the tunnel electronics must resist a total ionisation dose of 

up to 1kGy in 10 years. 
 

2. Progress on methodology: 
During the first year of the project a theoretical approach was used to define the specifications of our system, this 

theoretical approach based on simulations allowed to define the needed dynamic range to cover in all accelerators, 

avoidingtuneable parameters on the readout system (Dynamic range 1e6).  The studies highlighted as well the drawbacks 

of using long coaxial cabling for signal transmission, not only related to signal integrity in such hostile environment, but 

also due to bunch pile-up produced by bandwidth limitations,which could lead to bunch profile cross-talk.The final system 

was defined as a front/back-end based architecture, where the digitalization of the pCVD diamond detector signal is 

performed near the detector, splitting the signal in different gain levels and digitalizing them simultaneously. Later the 

digital data will be sent through an optical link @ 4.8Gbps following the CERN GBT standard protocol. In order to validate 

this approach,different aspects of the system needed to be carefully developed, studied and characterized.  

The starting point was the definition of the optical link, driven by the CERN’s GBTxASIC on the final system version, but 

implemented on firmware with an Igloo2 Flash-Based FPGA for prototype development due to GBTx unavailability. The 

second aspect studied was the identification of pCVD Diamond detector integrator and digitalization systems, compliant 

with our specifications. Collaboration with CMS and UB allowed us to identify QIE10 and ICECAL ASICs as promising 

candidates for this task. CMS also provided a radiation-tolerant motherboard for our digital front-end containing an Igloo2 

FPGA (Igloo2 UMd Mezzanine board for the ngCCM of CMS). 

Since both ASICS (QIE10 and ICECAL) need to be studied and compared for final selection with the complete acquisition 

chain, the digital front-end is designed as a modular system based on three boards. On one hand the Igloo2 UMd 

motherboard drives the optical link, and on the other hand a couple of daughter boards thathosteach readout ASIC. The 

characterization task will be driven firstly with 

measurements on a laboratory set-up, and secondly with 

signal coming from a diamond detector installed on SPS. The 

idea behind the second measurement campaign is to 

perform a direct performance comparison with the 

operational systems. 

On the surface part, the CERN’s Beam Instrumentation VFC 

board plans to be used as back-end system. The back-end 

system controls all the parameters required for the 

acquisition and optical link control. Once the readout system 

is fully tested, it will be used on the new beam wire scanner 

prototype installed on SPS (see Fig. 1). At this point, different 

tasks for system integration need to be performed in order 

to synchronize the acquisition system with the bunch and 

turn clocks that will allow bunch synchronous 

measurements. 
Figure 1:Scheme of beam wire scanner prototype setup 2015 on Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS). 

Secondary particle acquisition system marked on red. 

* Slide author:  Jonathan Emery 



 

 

 

3. Progress on Results:  
- Analog Front-End:  

Toobtain and study real signal coming from a diamond detector in response to a beam wire scan, an analog front-end with 

two signal lines (high gain and low gain) has been installed on the SPS tunnel near an operational beam wire scanner. The 

analog front-end will be used to study the detector response to secondary particle showers (see Fig2), and to test the 

complete readout chain with real scan data.  Soon measurements with this set-up will be done. 

              
Figure2:AnalogpCVD diamond detector front-end layout and location at the CERN’s Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) 

 
-Digital Front-End:  

The digital front consists on a modular design as specified before, having one motherboard with an Igloo2 FPGA driving the 

optical link and a couple of independent mezzanines to test the ASIC candidates. The three boards have been carefully 

designed and its components selected in order to be radiation tolerant (up to 10kGy) and compliant with our application 

(Igloo2 FPGA is still under characterization). Following some remarks about the boards: 

a) Igloo2 UMd:  The board was received on January thanks to the collaboration with CMS. This board drives the 

GBT optical link at 4.8Gbps. The firmware implementation is complete for a latency deterministic optical link. The 

link has been fully characterized in terms of clock recovery and link latency, providing a clock recovery phase 

uncertainty of +- 2.8% for the 40 MHz bunch clock and a control latency uncertainty of -+0.7ns, enough for our 

application. 

b)QIE10 Mezzanine board:  It was designed on this project, and received from fabrication on January as well. This 

board is connected on the Igloo2 UMd for evaluation. The first linearity tests with the complete acquisition chain 

are showing a good behaviour, according the parameters specified by the ASIC designer, further study is needed. 

c) ICECAL_V3 Mezzanine board: The board was sent recently for fabrication/assembly and will be received soon, 

like the other mezzanine; it will be connected to the Igloo2UMd. This integrator ASIC requires external ADCs and 

some conditioning circuitry, which adds some complexity when selecting rad-tolerant components. This board 

contains two 4 channels ADC candidates for evaluation. 

 
Figure 3: Digital Front-End prototype boards: Igloo2 UMd (left), QIE10 Mezzanine (centre) and ICECAL_V3 mezzanine 

(Right) 

 

 

Beam Wire Scanner Analog Front-End 



 
- Back-End system: 

To check that the front-ends are working correctly it is needed to collect the data on the other side of the optical link and 

sent it to a computer to perform some analysis. For a first Back-End version, an Igloo2 Development kit is being used for 

faster tests, later the firmware will be migrated to an Arria V (the FPGA included on the VFC board).  

With this development kit we are able to store temporally up to 512 Mbits of data on a LPDDR memory by using 64 bit 

words (this corresponds to 200ms of data sampling at 40MHz). The data frame is specified every 25ns, having a turn bit, a 

12 bits bunch identifier and 51 bits of payload. In function of the mezzanine used, the payload will cover the 4 channels of 

an ICECAL chip or two QIE10 channels (see figure below). 

The back-end board is connected through USB, using UART emulation, to a PC that receives the data from a scan, stored 

temporally on the back-end memory. The firmware implemented on this part is also responsible for the start-up of the link, 

remote front-end initialization, synchronization and general control. On the PC application some feedback from the 

complete system status is provided to the user and allows performing manual actions on the optical link and on the front-

end board, this user interface is used for debugging tasks.  

 
Figure 4: Data Storage scheme on back-end System. 

 

 

Laboratory Set-Up and characterization: 

Currently the firmware implementation on front/back-end is ready for the first tests with the QIE10 Mezzanine, and very 

few modifications are required for ICECAL_V3 Mezzanine. The aim with the complete set up, shown on Fig 5.,is to use the 

complete acquisition system to extract parameters such as SNR, ENOB, DNL... etc. These parameters will determine the 

performance of both readout ASIC candidates, and will be used later for comparison. This set-up serves as well to validate 

and calibrate, if needed, the front-end system before being installed on the SPS beam wire scanner prototype location.  

The first linearity tests of the different ranges from the pseudo-logarithmic charge-to-digital conversion of QIE10 are 

shown on the Figure 5, right. Further studies will be done with this set-up in order to properly characterize both ASICs. 

 

 
Figure 5: QIE10 based acquisition system prototype on a laboratory set-up (left), and first characterization of pseudo-

logarithmic charge-to-digital conversion (right). 

 

To sum-up we can conclude that the project is progressing according to the schedule. All the required preparations in 

terms of PCB design, analogue front-end installation, and firmware implementation are ready to perform the first 

characterizations and tests with the complete acquisition chain. The system is about to be ready for an intensive 

measurement campaign, where the diamond detector response and system performance will be studied and compared 

with operational systems. Once the ASICs are characterized, the proof-of-concept prototype will be ready for installation 

on the tunnel and for its evaluation during operation. 

 



 

 

4. Objectives for the next year: 
The estimated objectives for the next year are as follow: 

1. Perform initial beam profile measurements on SPS with an operational Beam Wire Scanner and analog front-end 

prototype; first test will use only a scope to study pCVD diamond detector signal characteristics. 

2. Full characterization (laboratory and diamond detector signal) of QIE10 in terms of linearity, noise, dynamic 

range, synchronization… 

3. Full characterization (laboratory and diamond detector signal) of ICECAL in terms of linearity, noise, dynamic 

range, synchronization… 

4. Comparison and strategic decision about readout ASIC for final system. 

5. System integration on beam wire scanner prototype location and synchronization test with SPS bunch and turn 

clocks. 

6. Contribution presentation in workshops: TWEPP15 and IBIC2015. 

7. Paper submission to scientific journal (to be decided which). 

8. PhD. Thesis Writing. 
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